Lesson 1: Classroom in the forest

Listen and read.

Hey, Tammy, look! A book with fairytales!
Look, Alex! It’s a magic book!

I’m Peter Pan and this is Alice.

Look, Peter! Our desk!

Wow! A board! Super!

Hello, children. I’m Miss Butterfly, your teacher.

Hello, Miss Butterfly! How are you?

Hello, I’m fine, thank you!

Hello, this is Alice.

Welcome to the fairytale forest!

This is our school...

And a board!

...and this is our classroom! A classroom in the forest!
Match the pictures with the words.

1. (Image of a fairy)
2. (Image of a forest)
3. (Image of a book)
4. (Image of a teacher)
5. (Image of a board)
6. (Image of a classroom)
7. (Image of a school)

Listen and number the pictures.
Let's sing and colour the wings!

Hello, Miss Butterfly, how are you?

I'm fine!

Your wings are blue and red

green and pink

and red again!

Colour Miss Butterfly.

green

blue

green

red

pink

pink

green

green
Hello, I'm Alice. Hi, I'm Peter.

How are you? I'm fine, thank you.

Welcome to the fairytale forest. It's a magic book.
Hello, Alice. Hi, Peter.

Hello, Snow White.

…a ruler and a rubber…

…a notebook and a pencil sharpener.

What’s this?

It’s a magic schoolbag.

A schoolbag? Great!

And what’s in your schoolbag?

And what’s this? A rubber, too?

No, it’s chocolate. Yummy!
Unit 1: IN THE FAIRYTALE FOREST

Listen and match the school things with the words.

- pencil
- pencil case
- rubber
- notebook
- schoolbag
- pencil sharpener
- ruler

Help Snow White find the classroom.
Let's sing and colour the numbers!

One 1, two 2, three 3, red for me!

Four 4 and five 5, pink is mine!

Six 6, seven 7, eight 8, green is great!

Nine 9 and ten 10, blue and red again!

Match the pictures with the phrases.

One pencil case

Two pencils

Three rubbers

Six pencil sharpeners

Four boards

Five rulers
Find the school things and write the words.

two notebooks
three
four
five
six

Let's play a game!

Three ...? ...pencil sharpeners!
Seven ...?
Lesson 3: School fun

Listen and read.

Hello, everybody!
Hi, there!
I’m Peter. This is Alice and this is Snow White.
Hello, what’s your name?
I’m Goldilocks. What’s your name?

Come. Let’s go to school.

Oh, no! School is boring!

No! School is fun!

School is fun! School is fun!
Let’s sing, let’s dance and jump!
School is fun! School is fun!
Clap your hands and play the drum!
School is fun! School is fun!
School is such a great fun!
Unit 1: IN THE FAIRYTALE FOREST

Listen and number the pictures.

Colour the numbers and find the phrase.
1. blue  2. red  3. green  4. pink

Write the missing letters.

d__e sk,

b__rd,

p__nc__l  ca__e,

r__bb__r,

schoo__b__g,

c__ass__oo__,
Find and write the phrase.

Hello, what’s your name? I’m Peter and this is my friend Alice.

Hello, Alice. Hi!
Now you say: *e.g. This is my green rubber.*

**How many stars for...?**

- The story 🤔
  - 🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟

- Songs and rhymes 🎵
  - 🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟

- Games / puzzles 🧩
  - 🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟

**For this unit, colour...**

- I can speak English
  - 🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟

- I can understand English
  - 🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟

- I can read English
  - 🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟

- I can write English
  - 🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟